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January 28, 1941,

Dear Dan:

Enclosed is a brief mmora.nd.12a comment-
ing on the first draft of the Secretary's pro-
posed statement before the Ways and Means Gon-
mittee on Wednesday in regard to H« 8« S663«

following the secretary's telephone con-
versation yesterday morning and immediately upon
receipt of the copies of his proposed statement,
1 discussed it with the staff. In the very
liiaited time since then, I have not had an oppor-
tunity to take it up Kith th® Board or to under-
take to do more than prepare the enclosed memo-
randum.

Sincerely yours,

K* S« Iseeles,
Chairman.

S. Bell,
Under Secretary of the Treasury,
Washington, D. C.
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MEMDRUIDIM OH THE SBSKESAKI'S PROPOSED SHATmfflS TO THE W£E SAHb COMMITTEE,
J;J.U-J!Y 2 9 . 1 9 4 1 , Oil K. R. £65-^.

This is merely a summary memorandum on ii. R« 265S ana the first draft
of the proposed statement of the Secretary to the 'Ways and Means Committee* The
statement is essentially explanatory and factual, rather than an argument for
the various proposals contained in the bill. In the limited time it has not
been possible to take up the bill and the proposed statement with the Board or
to make a thorough analysis.

With regard to the legislation, there are three major sources of funds
that, I think, the Treasury should be in a position to tap: {1} the great bulk
of smaller savings that would be reached by savings bonds and certificates on
about a 3 per cent basis; (2) the large and increasing idle cash balances of
large corporations and *-;ealthy individuals that art not likely to ^o into long
terms but would be reached by 90-day to i month bills and one to t :o-year notes
on a basis of 1/4 to 1 per cent, depending on the maturity; (n) Institutional
investors such as insurance companies and the various types or fiduciary insti-
tutions interested in long issues, possibly some form of registered bond, giving
them at least 3-1/2 pev cent.

The proposed bill seems to be adequate to permit the Treasury to tap
the first source. The second on© can be reached only •ham the excess reserves
problem is dealt v:ith and the short-term rate structure increased accordingly.
As to the third category, the question is whether the proposed bill gives the
Treasury enough authority. In this connection I attach a brief memorandum pre-
pared by George Vest, Assistant General Coimsel of the Board. With his first
suggestion I am in accord. As to his second one, I am passlmg it along for your
inforraation.

With regard to the secretary's proposed statement, I would suggest one
or two changes* At the top of page 5, I v/ould refer to "expansion" rather than
"inflation" of bank deposits. On page 4, second paragraph, I would omit the
sentence reading, "The money market at that time afforded the Treasury an excellent
opportunity to refwid the large maturities and raise the additional cash needed
largely through sale of long-term bonds." This seems to me extraneous and not
necessary to the point you are maliafl. and it is contrary to the position I took
in December. One possible implication Is that the Government should take ad-
vantage of an artificial money market situation which It is mainly responsible for
creating. You would mat to avoid that implication, I am sure, because the Govern-
ment with its powers to control the rate and its responsibility to its customers is
not like a private corporation in marketing securities.

With regard to long-term bondo, as I pointed out in a memorandum in con-
nection with December fSaanolng, sany uncertainties will, Overhang the market until
T;e kno-v what Congress does in connection with the excess reserves problem, banking
and ta legislation, and the proposal to make ftttv mas of gorermmemt securities
fully taxable. As I said is that memorandum, "Until these questiona are settled,
the market cannot be expected to measure long-tors Interest rates with fairness.
ith the removal of the influence of large surplus banking funds on the market,
long-term rates, which are no-; at record low levels, might increase somewhat to a
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"point that would more nearly reflect the level necessary for attracting the
savings of the country. If a Ion..;-term bond should be issued at the present
time it Tvtmld be vulnerable to an increase in rates* If thifi condition la
anticipated it may be more in the public interest to protect investors from im-
pairment in market value by deferring the issuance of long-tens bonds until
after such an adjustment has occurred."
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